Social Responsibility - Articles

Below you'll find articles and reports regarding social responsibility business practices and concerns, along with other important information.

**Rip Curl clothes made under ‘slave-like conditions’ in North Korea** - February, 2016

**A Lesson In Responsibility** - August, 2015
Speaking to an overflowing audience of Chinese vendors who were anxious to learn how they can participate in the $20 billion U.S. promotional products market.

**Eye On Compliance** - August, 2015
Europe has taken a page from California and adopted the state’s approach to corporate responsibility for supply chain transparency and to eradicating slavery and human trafficking in the global supply chain.

**Protect Your Brand Reputation: Responsible Sourcing And Procurement Sends Clients A Powerful Message** - July, 2015
One must understand the responsibility that lies with the procurement function, in how its actions affect not only its own business but also the human and environmental factors found throughout the supply chain.

**Department of Labor issues report on worker rights concerns in Honduras, Honduras pledges to work closely with the United States** - February, 2015
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